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Syniverse Helps Manage Revenues for PLUS Communication Albania  
 

Revenue Management solutions optimize financial performance through clearing and 
settlement, and fraud protection 

 
TAMPA, Fla. – June  6, 2016 – PLUS Communication has decided to extend its agreement with Syniverse 
to use Revenue Management solutions that help automate the complexities that come with maximizing 
profit margins in a roaming environment. By choosing Syniverse, PLUS Communication accesses data 
and financial clearing and settlement, and NRTRDE solutions that  protect mobile operators from the 
risks of revenue leakage caused by fraud and inefficacies in transmitting billing data through to cash 
settlement.  
 
“With Syniverse we’re able to continue our goal to prevent the high costs associated with fraud while 
managing clearing and settlement in a real-time managed environment,” said Arben Margilaj, Head of 
Department, Regulation, Interconnection and Roaming, PLUS Communication. “Automation enables us 
to detect and resolve, in due time, any discrepancies or issues, allowing us to focus on the most 
important aspect of our business: delivering service to our subscribers.”  
 
Through Syniverse’s clearing and settlement solutions, Plus Communication is able to obviate revenue 
loss by gaining better insight into and better management of its billing cycle and roaming data. Syniverse 
also provides the operator with a near real-time roaming data exchange platform that delivers 
immediate access to the critical information needed to combat roaming fraud.  
 
“As mobile use continues to soar and become an increasingly essential element of our lives, the behind-
the-scenes solutions for managing revenue and risks are paramount for operators to maintain 
profitability,” said Dennis Meurs, Vice President, Revenue Management Solutions, Syniverse. “Operators 
must take a global, coordinated approach across all geographic regions to ensure that risk and revenue 
management techniques can quickly be applied, and that’s precisely what Syniverse solutions enable.” 
 
About Syniverse  
Syniverse is the leading global transaction processor that connects more than 1,500 mobile service 
providers, enterprises, ISPs and OTTs in nearly 200 countries and territories, enabling seamless mobile 
communications across disparate and rapidly evolving networks, devices and applications. We deliver 
innovative cloud-based solutions that facilitate superior end-user experiences through always-on 
services and real-time engagement. For more than 25 years, Syniverse has been simplifying complexity 
to deliver the promise of mobility – a simple, interoperable experience, anytime, anywhere. For more 
information, visit www.syniverse.com, follow Syniverse on Twitter or connect with Syniverse on 
Facebook. 
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